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At the Pole, where are strong cold winds, lived three snowmen.
Sno, who wores green hat, was a daydreamer. In his ice head always were a lot of ideas
how to have fun or where to find adventures. Under his feets all the time creaked snow. He was
thinking better, when walk.
Win, who wores yellow bucket on his head, was afraid of everything. He didn’t like
noices which made strong wind. He was afraid to walk far away from home. Win never trusted
ideas of Sno.
Fro, who wores red hat, was attentive listener. He always was near when Win
complained about lot of snow or slippery ice. Fro believed in every dangerous which described
Win. But Fro was good listener to everyone. He walked with Sno on slippery ice and listen to all
ideas of adventures. Were times when Fro believed that he will lost his red hat in adventures, but
Sno always knew how to avoid it.
- I don’t want to spend all my life like that, - began Sno.
- Here we are again, - gasped Win. He didn’t like any idea of Sno. It always was
connected with moving, walking, running as worst.
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- What do you want? - asked Fro, who liked to listen everyone.
- What we saw except this snow? - asked Sno.
- Lot of snow, amounts of snow, snow in the water. Don’t you remember that walk on
slippery ice when you wanted to find out where ends snow? - Reminded Win.
- It was exciting. - Agreed Fro.
- It wasn’t. - Disagree Win.
- It doesn’t matter. I talk with penguins. - Interrupted Sno.
- And? - Fro was interested. Maybe Sno invented some new game.
- They said there is hot sun somewhere and yellow snow on the earth and big trees with
green leaves. - Sno was deep in thoughts. He dreamed about land where snow at which you walk is
hot and yellow.
- If you want to believe penguins… - Win doesn’t want new adventure, began wind and
Win wanted to go home.
- I checked. It’s truth.
- What it changes, Sno? - Win already was in bad humour.
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- I want to be there. When someone is under hot sun it’s called – vacations. - Answered
Sno.
- I never had vacation in my life. - Gasped Fro.
- We could change it. - Proposed Sno.
- How? - Fro was interested, but tried not to show excitement.
- I thought about everything.
- It is bad idea. - Said Win.
- You didn’t know. - Disagree Fro.
- I shouldn’t know details to say it’s bad idea. - Stated Win.
- Have you ever hear about fridge? - Asked Sno.
- Yes. - answered Win. - Big box where is the same cold like we have here.
- This is my solution. - nodded Sno. - We will use fridges to visit that land with hot
snow.
- You are such smart. - Fro was impressed.
- Don’t listen to him, Fro, – insisted Win. - Like all ideas of Sno, it’s impossible.
- Why? - Sno was angry that friends didn’t agree to his new adventure. - I planned
everything.
- Perhaps. - agreed Win. - But fridge is the box with door. You won’t see anything in
that box. I go home and suggest this to you Fro. Don’t listen to Sno, he is daydreamer.
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Win went home and heard howl of the wind. He didn’t like idea of Sno. Left Pole,
lovely home, to see something else… It was for him thought which he couldn’t understand.
- Are you with me? - Asked Sno.
- Yes, you know me. - Answered Fro. - But what if Win is right and we won’t see
nothing from this box. Should we go?
- I found the solution. Fridge for bottles. Door is made from glass and we will see
everything as result.
*

Beach, two fridges for bottles under palm trees. Inside each of fridge is snowmen in
sunglasses.
- Win missed trip of his life. - Said Fro.
- It was his choice. - Answered Sno.
- Did I told you that you are a genious? - Asked Fro.
- How many times? - smiled Sno.
- It’s amazing. Penguins were right. There is land with hot snow and big trees with
green leaves.
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- And now we are here.
- I thought it is impossible. - Confessed Fro.
- You thought. I planned, and we are here. Snowmen on vacations. - Proudly said Sno.
- My first vacation under sun. - Said dreamily Fro. - And I enjoy everything without
melting. Sno, did I told you that you are genius?
- Really? I am glad that you are agree with obvious thing. - Answered Sno. He was
proud of himself and was happy that he has his friend on vacation. He could invent something else,
hot sun will give lot of ideas.
THE END.
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